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OVERVIEW 
OdorBlaster™ for Fabrics is a powerful deodorizer that actually chemically binds itself to 
the odor, neutralizing it and rendering it odorless. It can be applied on textiles (carpet/fabric) 
to eliminate absorbed odors, or use it as a hand freshener to eliminate offensive odors such as 
onions or gasoline. Wherever foul odors are a problem, OdorBlaster™ for Fabrics is the quick 
and effective solution. 

 
HOW & WHY OdorBlaster™ for Fabrics Works: 
Odors are small unpleasant chemical molecules that travel through the air and are detected 
by the sensitive receptors of the nose. An odor can only exist if it can be detected by 
someone’s nose.  OdorBlaster™ for Fabrics works by making the odiferous molecules too 
large and heavy to become airborne. To do this OdorBlaster™ for Fabrics uses a 
specially modified organometallic salt that surrounds and binds to the most common odor-
causing chemical molecules, essentially encapsulating the odor. This effectively and 

permanently destroys the ability of the molecules to be smelled. 
 

APPLICATIONS 
Carpet/Fabric Odors: Use only on water-safe fabrics.  Always test fabrics for colorfastness 
by applying OdorBlaster™ for Fabrics to a small inconspicuous area then wiping with a 
clean white cloth.  If liquid or solid wastes are present, remove them using a cloth, prior to 
spraying the odor-soiled area of fabric, carpet or upholstery with OdorBlaster™ for 
Fabrics. Odors will be eliminated without leaving tacky or soil attracting residues.  
 

Room Air Odor Treatment: Most room air odors result from odor- causing substances 
present in and on items within the room. To neutralize room odors, identify the source of the 
odors and spray the area with OdorBlaster™ for Fabrics.  Upon contact, odors will be 
eradicated. 
 
Odors on Hands or Skin: OdorBlaster™ for Fabrics can be used as a hand freshener to 
eliminate malodors from the skin. To eliminate odors caused by gasoline, onions, fish, or 
other substances, simply spray onto a cloth, wipe hands using the cloth, and then rinse with 
water. 
                      Available in the Following Sizes 
 

 

 Rapidly Destroys Odors 

 Nonhazardous &  
 Environmentally Friendly 

 Leaves No Tacky Residues 

 Perfect for Fabrics, Apparel  
& Carpets 

 Special Anti-Soiling Additive 
Controls Odors from Pets, 
Food & Smoke 

 
 

HMIS  Health: 0  Fire: 0  Reactivity: 0 Appearance: Clear Liquid 

pH: 7.0 to 7.5 Odor: Mild, Light Citrus 

Solubility: Completely Water Soluble Specific Gravity: 1.02 +/- 0.02 (8.50 lbs/gal) 

Boiling Point: 100°C Chemical Family: Organometallic Complex 

Storage: Above 0°C, Well-ventilated Caution: Keep out of the reach of children. 

Regulatory: Not Regulated Caution: Use on water-safe materials only. 
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